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On 19 March , however, Alexander died after falling from his horse. As she was still a child and in Norway,
the Scottish lords set up a government of guardians. Margaret fell ill on the voyage to Scotland and died in
Orkney on 26 September The lack of a clear heir led to a period known as the "Great Cause", with several
families laying claim to the throne. With Scotland threatening to descend into civil war, King Edward I of
England was invited in by the Scottish nobility to arbitrate. Before the process could begin, he insisted that all
of the contenders recognise him as Lord Paramount of Scotland. In early November , at a great feudal court
held in the castle at Berwick-upon-Tweed , judgement was given in favour of John Balliol having the strongest
claim in law. Edward proceeded to reverse the rulings of the Scottish Lords and even summoned King John
Balliol to stand before the English court as a common plaintiff. John was a weak king, known as "Toom
Tabard" or "Empty Coat". John renounced his homage in March and by the end of the month Edward stormed
Berwick-upon-Tweed, sacking the then-Scottish border town. Edward then instructed his officers to receive
formal homage from some 1, Scottish nobles many of the rest being prisoners of war at that time. Andrew
Moray and William Wallace[ edit ] Rise of Moray and Wallace[ edit ] Throughout Scotland, there was
widespread discontent and disorder after the dominion exercised by the English Crown, and acts of defiance
were directed against local English officials. In , the country erupted in open revolt, and Andrew de Moray and
William Wallace emerged as the first significant Scottish patriots. Andrew and his father were both captured
in the rout after the Battle of Dunbar in April Andrew the younger was initially held captive in Chester Castle
on the Anglo-Welsh border, from which he escaped during the winter of Moray quickly gathered a band of
like-minded patriots, and employing hit-and-run guerrilla tactics, began to attack and devastate every
English-garrisoned castle from Banff to Inverness. The rebels were supported by Robert Wishart , Bishop of
Glasgow, who longed for the defeat of the English. The blessing of Wishart gave Wallace and the patriots a
mark of respectability; previously, the nobles had considered them mere outlaws. He was soon joined by Sir
William Douglas and others. It was from Scone, a site held sacred by the Scots, that Ormesby had been
dispensing English justice. Whilst traveling north to face Douglas, Bruce began to think about where his
loyalties truly lay. He decided to follow the Scottish cause, being quoted as saying, "No man holds his flesh
and blood in hatred, and I am no exception. I must join my own people and the nation in whom I was born.
Dissension broke out in the Scottish camp when the Scottish and English armies met in July near Irvine. The
aristocratic revolt apparently halted before it even started, but its leaders led long and futile negotiations. It has
been suggested that this was a deliberate move in order to provide space and time for Wallace to levy and train
men. These two divided their forces and in a short time again forced the English south of the Forth, leaving
them holding only the castle of Dundee. The siege was entrusted to the leading men of the town, so that the
progress of the English army could be halted. Wallace and Moray, who had recently combined their forces,
deployed on the Ochil Hills overlooking the bridge crossing the River Forth at Stirling and prepared to meet
the English in battle. At the time, Wallace and Moray were both in their late twenties and neither could yet
claim to be Scottish national heroes. The English cavalry proved ineffective on the boggy ground around the
bridge, and many were killed. The bridge collapsed as reinforcements tried to cross and the English on the
opposite side of the river then fled the battlefield. The Scots suffered relatively light casualties, but the death
from wounds of Andrew Moray dealt a profound blow to the Scottish cause. Stirling Bridge was the first key
victory for the Scots. One of his early intentions was to reestablish commercial and diplomatic ties with
Europe and win back the overseas trade which Scotland had enjoyed under Alexander III. Crossing into
Northumberland , the Scots followed the English army fleeing south in disarray. Caught between two armies,
hundreds of refugees fled to safety behind the walls of Newcastle. The Scots laid waste a swathe of
countryside before wheeling west into Cumberland and pillaging all the way to Cockermouth , before Wallace
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led his men back into Northumberland and fired villages. On his return from England, laden with booty,
Wallace found himself at the pinnacle of his power. He began preparations for what must surely follow:
Edward returned to England from campaigning in France in March and called for his army to assemble. The
English army had a technological advantage. Many Scots were killed at the Battle of Falkirk , although it is
impossible to give a precise number. He retreated to the thick woods nearby and resigned his guardianship in
December. From Falkirk to execution[ edit ] Wallace was succeeded as Guardian of the Kingdom jointly by
Robert Bruce and John Comyn , but they could not see past their personal differences and this brought another
shift in the political situation. During , diplomatic pressure from France and Rome persuaded Edward to
release the imprisoned King John into the custody of the Pope. The bull ordered Edward to desist his attacks
and start negotiations with Scotland. However, Edward ignored the bull. The Scots also recaptured Stirling
Castle. The roll recording for the army showed that 40 knights and mounted serjeants responded to this request
with unpaid service, with a serjeant being counted as equal in worth to one half of a knight. Also
accompanying them was paid househeld men, mostly from the royal household. Several earls, such as the Earl
of Gloucester and the Earl of Lincoln , showed up in person, but most did not. The cavalry were divided into
four battalions, each consisting of bannerets total , each in command of on average 13 knights and squires ,
total. Edward also requested 16, infantry from his magnates, but was only able to muster 9, infantry, giving his
army a total count of around 10, The infantry were grouped into units of , each commanded by an armored
serjeant, were further subdivided into units of The average daily rate of pay was 2d one twopence for a
spearman or billman, 12d one shilling for a serjeant, 24d two shillings for a knight, [7] [8] 6d for a hobelar , 6d
for a mounted archer, d for a crossbowman, and 3d for a foot archer. To do this required further campaigning
to follow up on the success of , eliminating the last opposition and securing the castles providing the focus for
further resistance. The English took control of Caerlaverock Castle , but apart from some small skirmishes,
there was no action. In August, the Pope sent a letter demanding that Edward withdraw from Scotland. Due to
the lack of success, Edward arranged a truce with the Scots on 30 October and returned to England. Soulis was
appointed largely because he was not part of either the Bruce or the Comyn camps, and was a patriot. He was
an active guardian, and made renewed efforts to have John Balliol returned to the Scottish throne. The prince
was to take the southwestern lands and the greater glory, so his father hoped. In January , Edward agreed to a
nine-month truce. There are many reasons which may have prompted his turning, not the least of which was
that Bruce may have found it loathsome to continue sacrificing his followers, family and inheritance for John
Balliol. There were rumours that Balliol would return with a French army and regain the Scottish throne.
Soulis supported the return of Balliol as did many other nobles, but the return of John as king would lead to
the Bruces losing any chance of ever gaining the throne themselves. The elder Bruce would have seen that, if
the rebellion failed and his son were against Edward, he would lose everything; titles, lands, and probably his
life. Edward also came to see that he needed a Scottish noble like Bruce as a friend, rather than as an enemy at
this time; he was facing both excommunication by the Pope for his actions and a possible invasion by the
French. Apologizing for having called the monks to service in his army when there had been no national call
up, Bruce pledged that, henceforth, he would "never again" require the monks to serve unless it was to "the
common army of the whole realm," for national defence. Philip faced revolt at home and became too involved
in his own difficulties to care about the Scots. It seemed that Philip had such difficulties that he was willing to
sign a peace treaty with Edward excluding the Scots, an act that the Scots knew would spell their doom. A
powerful Scottish delegation, led by Soulis, went to Paris that autumn to try to head off such an event. In his
absence, Comyn was appointed as Guardian. Over that winter, however, he sent Sir John Segrave and an army
on a scouting expedition into the area west of Edinburgh. They were ambushed by Comyn and Simon Fraser ,
who had ridden all night to meet them. The Scots attack led to the capture of the severely wounded Segrave
and, although his army later rescued him, the Scots were exultant at their victory. Their successes, however,
were rendered useless when, in May , Philip formally signed a peace with England and omitted any
consideration for the Scots. Edward I was now free from embarrassment abroad and at home, and having made
preparations for the final conquest of Scotland, he commenced his invasion in the middle of May His army
was arranged in two divisionsâ€”one under himself and the other under the Prince of Wales. Edward advanced
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in the east and his son entered Scotland by the west, but his advance was checked at several points by Wallace.
From there, he marched through Moray, before his progress continued to Badenoch , before re-tracing his path
back south to Dunfermline , where he stayed through the winter. Early in , Edward sent a raiding party into the
borders, which put to flight the forces under Fraser and Wallace. With the country now under submission, all
the leading Scots surrendered to Edward in February, except for Wallace, Fraser, and Soulis, who was in
France. Terms of submission were negotiated on 9 February by John Comyn, who refused to surrender
unconditionally, but asked that prisoners of both sides be released by ransom and that Edward agree there
would be no reprisals or disinheritance of the Scots. The laws and liberties of Scotland would be as they had
been in the day of Alexander III, and any that needed alteration would be with the advice of Edward and the
advice and assent of the Scots nobles. Inheritances would continue as they always had, allowing the landed
nobility to pass on titles and properties as normal. De Soulis remained abroad, refusing to surrender. Wallace
was still at large in Scotland and, unlike all the nobles and bishops, refused to pay homage to Edward. In May,
having eliminated most Scottish opposition, Edward turned his attention to Stirling Castle, laying siege to it
with great determination. Asked by its defender, Sir William Oliphant, if he had permission to surrender or
must hold the castle, Edward refused, saying, "If he thinks it will be better for him to defend the castle than
yield it, he will see. When they could hold out no longer, they offered to surrender unconditionally, but
Edward refused to accept. He would first bombard the castle with " Warwolf ," his new trebuchet. After a day,
the defenders of the destroyed castle were allowed to submit; about fifty men surrendered. Meantime, while
Robert Bruce outwardly maintained his loyalty to Edward, he was secretly advancing his own ambition and,
while assisting Edward in the settlement of the Scottish government, on 11 June , with both of them having
witnessed the efforts of their countrymen at Stirling, Bruce and William Lamberton made a pact that bound
them, each to the other, in "friendship and alliance against all men. Though both had already surrendered to
the English, the pact signaled their commitment to their future perseverance for the Scots and their
independence. They now intended to bide their time until the death of the elderly king of England. Homage
was again paid to Edward by the nobles, and a parliament was held in May to elect those who would meet
later in the year with the English parliament to establish rules for the governance of Scotland by the English.
Justices were to be appointed in pairs, one Englishman and one Scot.
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They can also match documents to the timeline provided as a starting point. We hope that the documents will
offer them a chance to develop their powers of evaluation and analysis. A serious threat to the Hanoverians?
Students could also use more documents from other linked websites. All of our sources have been provided
with a transcript and more difficult language has been explained in square brackets to support students.
Obvious differences in the spelling have not been altered however. Each source is captioned and dated to
provide a sense of what the document is about. Nearly all written sources have an audio version where
appropriate. All document images and sound files can be downloaded as a zip file for educational purposes.
The resource includes an introduction by a historian of the period, Daniel Szechi, family trees of the Houses of
Hanover and Stuart and a timeline all to help provide further context to the documents. Finally there is a
Pinterest Board on the Jacobites available which could serve as an exciting window into the topic of the
Jacobites as a whole as well as two short movie clips based on the sources used in both of our resources on the
risings of and Connections to the curriculum National Curriculum in England from September Key stage 3
The development of Church, state and society in Britain The Act of Union of , the Hanoverian succession and
the Jacobite rebellions of and This document collection provides documentary content to support unit: War
and British Society c. The Jacobite Wars and Their impact on Scotland and the repression of the Jacobites.
Key stage 5 A2 History for certification from June The Jacobite rebellion. Edexcel A2 Unit 4 Historical
Enquiry: Crown, Parliament and People in Britain, This document collection provides documentary content
for section on Society and Government in Britain in the 18th century to British Period study and enquiry unit
group 1: Y The Making of Georgian Britain c Aspects of Politics As far as the Whigs, who had ruled Britain
as a one-party state since were concerned, the Jacobite threat was over. But with the rejection of the Tories in
England, the continuing persecution of Catholics in Ireland and the on-going sense of betrayal with respect to
the Union among a sizeable minority in Scotland, the Jacobite movement remained alive in all three
kingdoms. Then in , for the first time in twenty years, Britain became involved in a major European war. At
the last minute, hesitation on the part of the Tories, bad weather and the action of the Royal Navy prevented
the invasion. The relieved British government soon released the Tory leaders swept up in a wave of arrests
when news of the French plan broke, and the troops brought over to fight any invasion went back to the war in
Flanders. As the months passed and the Jacobites kept their heads down, government control relaxed and life
carried on. Meanwhile in France the Jacobite prince was quietly preparing his own daring venture. By many
French merchant companies were involved in financing privateering ventures to attack British shipping. With
the help of Irish merchants in Nantes in France, Charles Edward was thus able to prepare a small secret
expedition to Scotland without alerting either the British or French governments. On 5 July his two ships Du
Teillay and Elisabeth , laden with money, arms and Irish troops in French service set sail for Scotland. They
were stopped by a patrolling Royal Navy warship and fought a hard action that so damaged the Elisabeth that
she had to return to France, but â€” nothing daunted â€” Charles Edward sailed on to Scotland and on 23 July
landed on Eriskay. He managed to gain support in Scotland by skilfully presenting the Scots Jacobites with a
problem: The first response of many Scots Jacobites was to refuse to act without major French support, but
Charles tilted the balance in favour of going it alone to begin with by promising them that he had assurances
the French would invade and the English Jacobites would rise if he raised Scotland and invaded England with
a Jacobite army. Britain and Europe
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Neither Mary, who died in , nor her sister Anne , had surviving children, leaving their Catholic half-brother
James Francis Edward as the closest natural heir. When Anne became the last Stuart monarch in , her
successor was the distantly related but Protestant Sophia of Hanover , who died two months before Anne in
August Her son became George I , giving the pro-Hanoverian Whigs control of the government for the next
30 years. In March , the Highland-recruited 42nd Regiment or Black Watch was posted to Flanders ; despite
warnings this was contrary to an understanding that their service was restricted to Scotland, the move went
ahead and led to a mutiny. The long-serving British prime minister Robert Walpole was forced to resign in
February by an alliance of Tories and anti-Walpole Patriot Whigs , who then did a deal that excluded the
majority of their Tory partners from government. These divisions, especially between the Scots and Irish,
became increasingly apparent during the Rising, which also demonstrated that estimates of English support
had confused indifference to the Hanoverians with enthusiasm for the Stuarts. Many English and Welsh
sympathisers were members of the Protestant Church of England , but most active participants in the rising
had been Catholics. He spent the Rebellion in London, active participation by the Welsh gentry being limited
to two lawyers, David Morgan and William Vaughan. These aims were reinforced by the advisors he brought
with him, many of whom were long-term Catholic exiles, unfamiliar with either Scotland or England. As with
the Spanish in , storms sank a number of French ships and severely damaged many others, Roquefeuil himself
being a casualty, while the British government arrested a number of suspected Jacobites. Murray later claimed
to have advised against the idea but that Charles replied he was "determined to come the following summer [
Elizabeth, an elderly gun warship captured from the British in and the gun privateer Du Teillay. A four-hour
battle left both Lion and Elizabeth so badly damaged they had to return to port. This was a major setback as
Elizabeth carried most of the weapons and the Irish volunteers, but Du Teillay continued and Charles landed
on Eriskay on 23 July. The Jacobites advanced on Edinburgh , reaching Perth on 4 September where they were
joined by more sympathisers, including Lord George Murray. Forbes relied on his personal relationships
instead and while he failed with Lochiel and Lord Lovat , others remained loyal to the government as a result,
including the Earl of Sutherland , Clan Munro and Lord Fortrose. On 17 September, Charles entered
Edinburgh unopposed, although the Castle itself remained in government hands. The Scots wanted to
consolidate their position and although willing to assist an English rising or French invasion, they would not
do it on their own. Despite these deficiencies, without siege artillery the Jacobites would have to starve it into
submission, an operation for which they had neither the equipment or time. They agreed to continue only
because Charles claimed Sir Watkin Williams Wynn would meet them at Derby and that the Duke of Beaufort
was preparing to seize the strategic port of Bristol. Charles was asked for news of Sir Watkin and Beaufort and
now admitted he had not heard from the English Jacobites since leaving France; since this meant he lied when
claiming otherwise, his relationship with the Scots was irretrievably damaged. The Council was
overwhelmingly in favour of retreat and turned north the next day. Threatening an invasion was a far more
cost-effective way to consume British resources than actually doing so, while Dunkirk was a major privateer
base and thus always busy. Elcho later wrote that Murray believed they could have continued the war in
Scotland "for several years", forcing the Crown to come to terms as its troops were desperately needed for the
war on the Continent. Much of the garrison came from the Manchester Regiment and several of the officers
were later executed, including Francis Towneley.
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Regent Moray Murdered Abdication of Queen Mary Moray and 45, men defeated Mary with only 4,
Abdication of Mary, Queen of Scots. Marriage of Mary to Bothwell Marriage of Mary to Darnley Mary
returns from France First Book of Discipline End of Franco-Scottish Alliance The Treaty of Edinburgh
John Knox returns from the continent, and introduced the idea of the Presbyterian Church. It was not
immediately implemented. Walter Mill a very old man , Possibly the last heretic to be put to death, was burned
at St Andrews George Wishart burned Cardinal Beaton murdered Hertford returns and destroys 5 towns,
villages, also the Abbeys of Kelso, Melrose, Dryburgh and Eccles Fires lasted for 3 Days College of Justice
Founded Court of Session Patrick Hamilton burned James V succeded his father to the throne when only 17
months old, his reign lasted from to Battle was fought at Branxton. His body, grotesquely preserved, was kept
in the Monastery of Sheen, then thrown in the lumber room after the dissolution. Years later, it was discovered
by workmen who cut off the head and used it for a macabre plaything - it was passed from one English noble
to another for years, until it was finally buried in an anonymous grave Margaret was only 14 years old. This
gave rise to the Union of the Crowns in First Education Act Passed End of the Lordship of the Isles James
IV overthrown his father at Sauchieburn when only 15 years old. He was judged old enough to assume the
throne without a regent. Battle of Sauchieburn and Assassination of James III, he was murdered after being
accused of surrounding himself with advisors who encouraged him to bring Englishmen into Scottish affairs
Annexation of Orkney and Shetland Islands to Scotland St Andrews appointed an Archbishopric James III Battle of Blair-na-Pairc Death of James II by an exploding canon during the siege of Roxburgh The Battle of
Arkinholm and the Fall of the Douglases University of Glasgow founded mainly by the exertions of Bishop
Turnbull Kilchurn Castle built James I assassinated at Perth James Craw burned James I returns to Scotland
from captivity in England University of St Andrews founded by Bishop Wardlaw The Battle of Harlaw.
Donald Lord of the Isles was defeated by an army of Lowlanders Burning of the Lollard, James Resby James
I - James I captured by the English Duke of Rothsey dies Homildon Hill, Northumberland, English defeat
Scots Robert III - The Battle of Otterburn. Henry and Ralph Percy captured. Douglas was killed at the battle
French Expedition to Scotland Robert II - the first of the Stewarts crowned King David II is defeated and
captured by the English Scots defeated by Edward Balliol at Dupplin Moor Death of Robert Bruce, possibly
of leprosy David II - First Burgh Representatives in Parliament Tarbert Castle Loch Fyne built The
Declaration of Arbroath is drawn up to recognize Scottish independence from England. The Pope accepts the
Declaration The Scots with only light horse, spearmen and a few archers defeat the English and their army of
16, infantry, mounted knights and a twenty mile supply train. Battle of the pass of Brander Assassination of
Comyn at Greyfriar Abbey, Dumfries. Coronation of Robert the Bruce at Scone Robert I William Wallace
executed in London, he is "hung, drawn and quartered in a barbarous execution. The "real execution" differs
dramatically from the Mel Gibson portrayal in the movie "Brave Heart" First Battle of Falkirk - William
Wallace and his army of 12, are defeated by Edward I of England and his army of 2, Heavy horse and about
20, foot. Wallace resigns Guardianship, but Scotland now has a sense of self-identity apart and distinct from
that of England Battle of Stirling Bridge. This was the one great military victory of William Wallace which
established him as a leader of Scottish resistance rather than as merely a spirited outlaw. Second Interregnum time between two reigns Revolt by William Wallace Scots are killed in thousands by Edwards 30, troops and
5, cavalry in Berwick and Dunbar Maid of Norway dies First Interregnum - time between two reigns Death
of Alexander III, by a fall from his horse over a cliff. Scottish Throne open to only one child heir Margaret
The Maid of Norway - Robert the Bruce born William Wallace born approx in Ellerslie Western Isles ceded
to Scotland with the Treaty of Perth Battle of Largs, Scots win decisive victory and obtain the Hebrides from
Norway Alexander II dies at Kerrera Alexander III - Final Pacification of Galloway Final Pacification of
Moray Conquest of Argyle by Alexander II Alexander II - Inverness received Charter from William the Lion
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Province of Ross subdued by William the Lion William the Lion Defeated in the Battle at Alnwick. Treaty of
Falaise is signed by William the Lion after losing to the English. Under this treaty, Scotland would be in debt
to England for years William the Lion - The Death of King David source:
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For the first time the fiery and independent Scotland was united with its southern neighbour via the monarchy,
yet they remained independent kingdoms with their own parliaments, legal and religious systems. In the Union
of Scotland and England occurred. Through the terms of the Act of Union the Scottish parliament was
abolished and England and Scotland were joined as the one kingdom of Great Britain, yet as before Scotland
retained its religious and legal independence. The last Jacobite uprising occurred in and with the defeat of
Bonnie Prince Charlie an end was put to the movement to try to return the Stuarts â€” the one time kings of
Scotland â€” to the throne. Almost all Scots were now firmly under the Hanoverian banner and they gradually
became active citizens of Great Britain. The Scots of the 17th and 18th Centuries can roughly be divided into
two groups â€” the highlanders and lowlanders. The highlanders of northern Scotland were composed of the
clans â€” powerful aristocratic landowners and their families and peasants such as the Macdonalds and
Campbells, who practically ruled their respective territories from large houses and manors and who had great
influence in the towns which they oversaw. They were the chief supporters of the Stuarts and had their own
although as we shall see it was later augmented distinctive culture. The southerly lowlanders were much more
like their English neighbours â€” living relatively freely in towns and cities and on the land with their own
lords and earls and knowing little of the highland culture or politics. Prior to most of the highlanders viewed
the Union with contempt, while the lowlanders had mixed feelings. Some of the bourgeoisie supported the
increased opportunities for trade and advancement, while others resented the loss of some of their
independence, and many who went south found their opportunities limited because of discrimination against
the Scots. The private jurisdictions of the clan chieftains were abolished and replaced by the power of the
king. The wearing of tartans and kilts was banned except in the army and the Highland culture was shunned as
being backwards, feudal, rough and unrefined, as indeed many Lowlanders and Sassenachs [3] had always
thought. Episcopalian clergymen were required to take new oaths of allegiance to the king. Bute was only the
tip of the iceberg, as Scots took up important positions all over the empire. Alexander Wedderburn was
appointed Attorney-General in Then there was Henry Dundas, who held a number of important positions
during the late 18th-early 19th Centuries such as home secretary, secretary at war and first lord of the
admiralty and who came to dominate Scottish politics in his time. The ever increasing British Empire
presented many opportunities to enterprising Scots and this people, who appeared to be on the whole more
adventurous than the English, took advantage of these. By contrast the Scots, who often came from poorer and
less established backgrounds and who were at times as much outsiders in England as anywhere else in the
empire, were far more willing to travel and take risks in amassing wealth, promotions and prosperity in the far
reaches of the empire. This meant that many more talented Scots were available than their English
counterparts and many of them made full use of this advantage. This resistance was led by John Wilkes.
Wilkes was born in London in and was a thorough rouge yet also a fervent patriot of England. He was at times
involved in trade, was an author and a MP. Wilkes firmly supported whiggism and hated the Scots and was
outraged as what he saw as the Scottish takeover of the English administration. Whiggism was an English
political and historical ideology that saw English history as the progression of a strong ethnocentricity based
on Protestantism, an ancient constitution, limited monarchy and a special and expanding place for England in
the world. In contemporary politics Whigs supported policies that upheld these principles and continued their
progression and improvement. There was also Scottish Whiggism, based around a Presbyterian-aristocratic
ideology. The Wilkites argued that the Scots were politically dangerous. They had a taste for arbitrary power
and rule â€” had not the hated Stuarts come from Scotland? With such attitudes history and upbringings, how
long would it be before they infected and threatened the building blocks of England? However Scotophobia,
while an important force in England, could not impede the course of events. With the influx of Scots, their
rights and place as British citizens and the viewing of Scotland as an important ally backed by the crown and
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the chief ministers, the importance of Scots in England the rise of Britishness continued and flourished into the
19th Century, aside from the occasional discrimination against Scots seeking promotions in the heart of the
civil establishment, as noted above. Chief among these was the Highland Society of London, founded in The
Disarming Act which had banned the wearing of any of the traditional Highland garb was repealed in largely
through the efforts of this society. The curious thing was that the tradition that found prominence would have
been almost unrecognisable to the Highlanders of years before. It all began with James Macpherson. He was a
poet and scholar and a member of one of the great Jacobite clans and he took a great interest in ancients Scots
Celtic works. This was followed in by Fingal and then Temora in , both of which were complete epic poems.
Macpherson claimed that they had all been written by a Celtic bard named Ossian in the 3rd Cen. Here were
Scottish epics to rival the Iliad which proved that the ancient Celtic culture had been culturally sophisticated
and colourful. However their true nature and authenticity has been debated ever since. Macpherson retained
his Jacobite sympathies throughout his life, but he thought that Jacobitism was lost, confined to a past in
which the old Celtic highland spirit lived on. The poems reflect this. They picture a Gaelic world in which the
old order of the warriors and heroes, the spirit, romanticism and traditions of the people, of a pre-modern life
without corruption, are all falling, never to rise again â€” a romantic world. Even though their were early
claims of forgery against Macpherson, the Ossianic poems turned out to be a great success across Europe and
were one of the first significant works of the Romantic movement. Mighty figures such as Goethe and
Napoleon were fascinated by Ossian. No one had a greater influence over the recreation of the Highlands that
Sir Walter Scott, the famous Lowland Scottish novelist. Scott fully supported the Union. He believed that it
would heal the divides between the Scottish people and offer new horizons to them, and he actively set about
seeing that this was achieved. Scot had some sympathy with Jacobitism and indeed he went on to record it as
representing Scottish national feeling as a whole. Yet he saw it as a romantic past, in a similar way to
Macpherson â€” a time of primitive emotion, passion, excitement, heroics and old traditions and an allegiance
gained by the seductive Stuart charisma. He described it as having been overtaken by the new rationalism and
advancement of a United Britain and its government, a process through which it inevitably had to go. Scott
largely ignored the radical politics of the Jacobites and the cruel suppression of them and the highlands by the
Hanoverians. Scott thus stripped it of its political elements and any active role in the future, confining it to a
common Scottish past which one could be proud of and yet which had no bearing on the present world. Celtic
culture, dress, tradition, music bagpipes as opposed to the older Celtic harp and poetry were all celebrated
during the visit, as Scott amalgamated all Scots into the Highland tradition. This allowed him to further shift
Scottish allegiance as one whole from a Jacobite ideology to that of the Hanoverians and the Union which he
supported. The Highland Society of London, in conjunction with the cloth manufactures of Edinburgh and
surrounds cashed in on the festivities by creating a range of separate clan tartans to be worn by the various
clans present. This aided the restoration of the clan system that was abolished after the final Jacobite uprising,
although the new form it appeared in was somewhat different to the historical reality. These works claimed to
trace and identify the different tartans of the various Scottish clans and their long history. The manufacture of
clan tartan clothes and goods took off and has remained strong ever since. In fact individual tartans were only
a creation of the 18th Century at the earliest. They had most likely begun in the various highland regiments in
the army to distinguish them from each other and were then first introduced into the civil world as recently as
the instances described above. While tartan in the Highlands does indeed stretch back to at least the 16th
Century, its patterns were usually only whatever was available or which were the latest styles of the day.
Nevertheless its connection with the Jacobites and this event was enough to make it the garb of choice by
Scott and the others who brought the Highlands back into focus, rather than the far older plaid. Current events
of great concern, even to the Highlands themselves, such as the clearances of the first half of the 19th Cen.
The past and the nationalism on which it was built did not clash with a simultaneous allegiance to Britain.
With Jacobitism gone, the government harnessed the significant military potential of the Highlands and
Scotland in general â€” the Highlanders had long had a reputation as fierce and devoted warriors.
Approximately one in four regimental officers in the midth Cen. The highlanders in particular were dominant,
with more than 48, of them recruited between and , while during the Seven Years War one in four males were
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in service. Senior politicians commented on the merits of the Highland soldiers. War with the French
continued on and off for over years from to The English were also at war at one stage or another with all the
European powers and numerous other peoples all over the world. As we have seen in most cases the Scots
fought alongside the English, forming a bond with them on the battlefield. The highland soldiers began to
understand their identity as being not only Scottish, which was an accomplishment in itself, but as British. The
old divides between highland and lowland, Scottish and English, were being wiped away in and via the army.
The Scots needed to feel that the risks they took and the blood they shed in the army and navy was for a good
cause â€” a cause that served their interests and advanced and protected something that affected them and
which they cared about. This could only be achieved by the belief that they were fighting for a united Britain
whose allegiance and nationhood they upheld. And, increasingly, as the wars went on, they defined themselves
in contrast to the colonial peoples they conquered, peoples who were manifestly alien in terms of culture,
religion and colour. Even though their main denominations were different they were both fiercely Protestant
and very much anti-Catholic, or at least against the Roman and papal influence they could spread via the
Catholic Church. In Rome divided Britain into separate dioceses for its churches and this only served to
heighten the fear and was seen as an unwanted outside influence. Their great enemies the French were
Catholic, and were they not superstitious and unfree as a result? With all this occurring and the rise of the
Evangelicals across Britain both Scots and English had great cause to be proud and supportive of their
common Protestantism. Indeed the Scottish Enlightenment has become well known, far more so than any
corresponding achievements in England. Engineers and architects such as James Watt became world famous
and there were also prominent authors and poets such as Robert Burns and the aforementioned Walter Scott.
Scottish universities were flourishing and produced a wealth of people trained for such professions and also a
host of medical doctors. While in the years from England produced doctors, Scotland produced 10, Naturally
many of these went south and further abroad in the search for work. Various industries such as coal and other
mining, iron, steel, textiles and linen, tobacco, engineering and cotton all flourished. Steel and iron were
particularly profitable. Scottish towns and cities also flourished. The urban population doubled between and ,
Glasgow became an industrial powerhouse and Edinburgh a modern, attractive city with a true blend of the
Scottish past and British present. The commercial empire thus opened up a whole new world to the Scots and
invited them to become a full part of Britain, an invitation that many accepted with relish. Were they not
superior to the peasants of Europe and the natives of Africa and Asia? The rough times of the s and 40s were
the greatest test of this support, including the rise of the Chartist movement, but things improved somewhat
from the s onwards. New technologies such as the train had greatly improved and increased the speed of travel
and the Queen and her family made numerous trips to Scotland. These were popular and regal events and
attracted many people. The two peoples thus had another common bond in their support for a common ruler,
largely outside of the political and party sphere. By playing up to the Highland tradition, the monarchy
managed to largely avoid becoming involved in contemporary political problems in Scotland, they achieved
the shift of the old Scottish familiarity with monarchy from the Stuarts to themselves and they helped to
uphold Scottish conservatism by recalling the times when the chiefs and aristocrats had supposedly been
respected and revered figures. A combination of a retained semi-independence, a tendency to stick together
and a questionable yet highly popular tradition forged from a deep Highland past, gave the Scots a sense of
their own national identity that went beyond being a Highlander or Lowlander.
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6: HISTORY OF SCOTLAND
The First War of Scottish Independence was the initial chapter of engagements in a series of warring periods between
English and Scottish forces lasting from the invasion by England in until the de jure restoration of Scottish independence
with the Treaty of Edinburgh-Northampton in

Introduction The name of Edmund Burke â€”97 [ 1 ] is not one that often figures in the history of philosophy.
These elements play a fundamental role within his work, and help us to understand why Burke is a political
classic. His writings and speeches therefore merit attention as examples of attention to both ideas and to
history, and of the role of this attention in practical thought. His work is also, as we see shall see at the end of
this entry, an achievement that challenges assumptions held by many of our contemporaries. Life Burke was
born at Dublin in Ireland, then part of the British Empire, the son of a prosperous attorney, and, after an early
education at home, became a boarder at the school run by Abraham Shackleton, a Quaker from Yorkshire, at
Ballitore in County Kildare. Thence he proceeded to the Middle Temple at London, in order to qualify for the
Bar, but legal practice was less attractive to him than the broader perspective which had captured his attention
at university or earlier. It was first as a writer, and then as a public figure that he made his career. Only the
Scottish universities offered posts that did not require holy orders, but they were not very receptive to
non-presbyterians. Burke married in , and had a son by , so that a career of Humean celibacy, in which
philosophy was cultivated on a little oatmeal, was not for him. Indeed, like Hume, Burke found that there was
more money in narrative works and in practical affairs than in philosophy. In , Burke became private secretary
to the Marquis of Rockingham who had just become First Lord of the Treasury and was elected to the British
House of Commons in the same year. He remained there, with a brief intermission in the Autumn of , for
nearly twenty-nine years, retiring in the Summer of Burke, who was always a prominent figure there and
sometimes an effective persuader, gave a great many parliamentary speeches. In that respect, they parallel his
Thoughts on the Cause of the Present Discontents , and Reflections on the Revolution in France , amongst
other non-oratorical writings. Prominent amongst these were the problems of British rule overseas, in North
America, India and Ireland. His name, however, has been linked most strongly by posterity to a critique of the
French Revolution. Burke was certainly more notable as a pundit than an executive politician, holding office
only twice, for a few months in and His political life was punctuated in May by a break from some of his
party colleagues over the significance of the Revolution. Thereafter, assisted not least by the turn it took in
â€”3, he became a largely independent commentator on domestic politics and international affairs in An
Appeal from the New to the Old Whigs , Letters on a Regicide Peace â€”7 , and A Letter to a Noble Lord
Burke in his last years, especially from , turned his attention to his native Ireland. He failed to found a political
dynasty, and he left no lasting school in parliamentary politics: Nor did Burke bequeath a straightforward
legacy to any political party or to any ideological brand of thought, though plenty have tried to appropriate
him wholly or partly. The difficulties that they might find in colonising his thought are apparent from an
account of it that emphasizes its philosophical aspects. The latter derived from his university education, the
former from reflection on the Irish situation. Burke was born into an Ireland where reflective intellect had its
social setting in a small educational elite, much of it connected with the Church of Ireland. The ability of the
educated, the politicians and the rich to take constructive initiatives contrasted starkly with the inability of the
peasantry to help itself: The Irish situation suggested a general rationale of practice to those who wished to
improve themselves and others: The only obvious alternative was violenceâ€”and that was both destructive
and fruitless. Burke retained all his life a sense of the responsibility of the educated, rich and powerful to
improve the lot of those whom they directed; a sense that existing arrangements were valuable insofar as they
were the necessary preconditions for improvement; and a strong sense of the importance of educated people as
agents for constructive change, change which he often contrasted with the use of force, whether as method or
as result. For example, some points that may seem distinctively Burkean, belonged first to Berkeley. Berkeley
saw no advantages in improper abstraction or in a mythical golden age. In both cases, philosophical wariness
matched a distaste for considering aspects of objects in permanent isolation from the other aspects with which
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they were essentially connected. This suspicion of abstract ideas accompanied a suspicion of schemes for
considering people in abstraction from their present situation, and accompanied too doubts about a golden
past: Both belonged to an elite which considered improvement to be necessary, and sought to make it through
the agencies in church, state and education that were really available at the time. Above all, they shared an
intellectual temper: But Burke was not Berkeley, and though their similarities indicate a shared philosophical
orientation, Burke had his own way of developing it. To individuate him, we must turn to what he acquired
from the Trinity syllabus, and how he used his acquisitions. The extent and variety of human activity
impressed itself upon Burke. If his practical situation in Ireland suggested that not reason alone but also
Christianity and persuasion were necessary to improvement, Burke could now understand these needs in terms
of a scheme of learning, and indeed had the opportunity to develop the corresponding skills. At Trinity he
founded a debating society, where he developed his oratorical technique on theological, moral and political
topics, as well as commenting on the economic and literary life of Ireland in a periodical run by himself and
his friends. This acquisition of skills was complemented by an opportunity for philosophical development.
Creations of alternative worlds by the mind now received a philosophical warrant from another part of the
Trinity syllabus. Locke had recognized that the mind devised complex ideas. The mind had a power to receive
simple ideas from the senses and from its own reflection on them, and to make out of this material further
ideas that had no referent in the world of sensation. His philosophical method involved thinking in terms of
complex ideas about a connected range of matters, matters connected by their place in a programme of human
improvement. It soon fostered intense interest in epistemology, psychology and ethics. Burke seems to have
worked on the imaginationâ€”the faculty of devising and combining ideas â€” as an undergraduate, and
continued to do so into the s. The result, A Philosophical Enquiry into the Origin of our Ideas of the Sublime
and Beautiful emphasized, unsurprisingly, the activity of mind in making ideas and the influence of these upon
conduct. It was in the first place an exercise in clarifying ideas, with an eye to refining the ways in which the
arts affect the passions: The roots of human activity, Burke thought, were the passions of curiosity, pleasure
and pain. Curiosity stimulated the activity of mind on all matters. Ideas of pain and of pleasure corresponded
respectively to self-preservation and society, and society involved the passions of sympathy, imitation and
ambition. Imitation tended to establish habit, and ambition to produce change. The scope of sympathy could
embrace anyone, unlike compassion, which applied only to those in a worse situation than oneself. Burke then
proceeded to show that self-preservation and its cognates suggested the complex idea of the sublime, and not
least the idea of a God who was both active and terrible. Beauty, on the other hand, comprised a very different
set of simple ideas, which originated in pleasure. Sublime and beautiful therefore sprang from very different
origins. The diverse views rejected by A Philosophical Enquiry were united by the pervasive assumption that
human nature in an unschooled condition, as it came from the hand of nature, and understood without direct
reference to God, was in some sense adequate to the human condition. These three positions alike presumed
that human faculties, unimproved by human effort and considered with little relation to God, were sufficient to
inspire conduct. It is not surprising that Burke rejected them. Burke not only thought that nature needed
improvement, but also recognized its ambiguity. Ambition, for instance, was the source of enterprise and of
improvement: If Burke had a forward-looking mind, and believed that human nature both required and led to
development, he did not think that progress was necessarily an unqualified gain: A Philosophical Enquiry
suggests that Burke was developing the loyalties of his youth through the medium of philosophical
psychology. A God who presents Himself through nature in a way that is often found in the Bible, and who
devises and sustains nature in a way that leads man to society and facilitates the improvement of that society,
has set Himself to support Christianity, power and improvement, and probably education too. Anyone who
thinks in terms of complex ideas can see that these can be framed easily in different ways, none of which need
correspond to anything found in the external world: No one who reads romances would find difficulty in
imagining a society differing beyond recognition from its current arrangements. Burke, in other words, could
think through not only his own grouping of propositions but also their inverse. Yet beyond all of these, it
suggests that in the large topics that experience had put before Burkeâ€”religion, morals, arts and
sciencesâ€”argument had not produced an overwhelmingly decisive case. For A Vindication also seems to
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make a case against everything he had espoused. If argument did not deliver incontestable conclusions, where
was one to go? The complement to this emphasis upon feeling was to look to the results of affective
preferenceâ€”that is to say, a criterion for conduct in such a case was what tended to make people better and
happier. This was a judgement in the first place about personal conduct, and the manner of applying it to
matters on the larger scale of civil society was less obvious. Here the judgement of benefit, whether ethical or
pleasurable, might be harder to discern. In order to make it plain in A Vindication, Burke applied a reductio ad
absurdum to principles in theology that he had rejected by showing their consequences for politics. For that is
what A Vindication provided. This short work was written in the persona of the recently deceased Henry St.
John, Viscount Bolingbroke â€” Bolingbroke had been a Tory pillar of the state, and therefore of the church
too; but the posthumous publication of his philosophical works revealed that far from being an Anglican, he
had not been a Christianâ€”but rather a deist. A Vindication suggested the ills that Bolingbroke had attributed
to the artifice of revealed religion could be paralleled by those generated by civil society. One logic, indeed,
was attributable on these terms to both Christianity and civil society: The deism of Bolingbroke implied the
principle that God treated everyone impartially, and that the means to salvation were therefore to be found in a
medium available to all, and thus available from the earliest point of human history, namely reason. So
Bolingbroke the deist and Bolingbroke the politician could be made to look very much at odds with each
other. This gap offered Burke an opening. Yet it is hard not to recognize that Burke himself was telling the
reader, in a way that entered the consciousness all the more forcibly because it accompanied entertainment,
that civil society really did imply some evils, just as he identified losses as well as gains from progress in other
connexions. Such criticism, taken in itself, is undoubtedly telling. Burke never dissembled the existence of the
real misery that he observed in civil society. Instead, he pointed out that wretched practices could not be
detached from the larger pattern of habits and institution in which they were implicated, and that this pattern
had a beneficial effect. Burke recognized misery, did not deny it, and therefore had a lively sense of the
imperfection of arrangements, however civilized they might be. But it was not merely a matter of pointing out
what made for good and what for ill in civil society: This was so for a philosophical reason, because of the
very nature of the words involved. First, there were aggregate words, which signified groups of simple ideas
united by nature, e. Second, there were simple abstract words, each of which stood for one simple idea
involved in such unities, as red, blue, round or square. Thirdly, and most importantly for our purpose, came
abstract compound words. These united aggregate words and simple abstract words. As such, they did not
have a referent that existed in nature. A Philosophical Enquiry argued that no compound abstract nouns
suggested ideas to the mind at all readily, and that in many cases they did not correspond to any idea at all, but
instead produced in the mind only images of past experience connected with these words. This category
included virtue, vice, justice, honour, and liberty, besides magistrate, docility and persuasion Wecter , â€” The
centrality of such terms to a discussion of civil society requires no emphasis.
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7: First War of Scottish Independence - Wikipedia
Henry, through his mother, was a spiritual descendant of Calvin and represented the liberating element of a Reformed
theology and world-view." ~ Isaac Backus One example among many in the "Black Regiment" (of parsons) was the Rev.
James Caldwell of the First Presbyterian Church of Elizabethtown, New Jersey.

A History of the Dispossessed, â€” T. Devine Allen Lane, pp. Yet the book itself is called The Scottish
Clearances: Not such a grabby title. Devine, as a historian, is meticulous if not always enthralling. There is an
air of the Harold Wilson era about this book. With white-hot research, lots of carefully calibrated tables and
perhaps the occasional use of a slide rule and logarithm book, the Truth can be established. Facts may be
chiels that winna ding an downa be disputed, but interpretations of data certainly are. Yet buried under the
statistical chest-puffing there is a lot to admire in this book. For a start, there is closer attention paid to the
south of Scotland as well as the Highlands. Whether the forms of expropriation of property are commensurate
I will leave for the reader to decide: Conflating the two experiences seems to me to be rather ungenerous. The
sheer difference of the Lowlands and the Highlands is important. The clan structure, which was already
fraying in the north, never took hold in the south, despite a similar degree of banditry and reiving. Scotland
was not an integrated country even when England and Scotland were ruled by one crown. There is an
important essay hidden in the book which contrasts the Irish experience in the 19th century with that of the
Scots. Why should this be the case? Devine blames â€” or at least in part blames: There are some notable
myth-busting moments in this enquiry. For example, the population of the Highlands actually increased after
the Clearances. The ruined stone cottages which accompany so many online sites about the period were a
relatively late development, and it is likely, if you are into genealogy, that your Scottish ancestors came from
Motherwell or Melrose rather than somewhere more romantic that has appeared in Outlander. I did wonder at
the cut-off date of Of course, by that date, Scotland had undergone the most rapid industrialisation in history,
and farm workers were flocking to the cities. But not to continue the story into such issues as community land
buy-outs or the creation of the New Towns â€” surely another form of nudged internal migration â€” leaves
the story, such as it is, dangling. In short, I may pick this book up again to check a fact, but reading it from
cover to cover is an unlikely proposition.
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8: BBC - Scotland's History - The Scottish Reformation
Jacobite: Jacobite, in British history, a supporter of the deposed Stuart king James II (Latin: Jacobus) and his
descendants. Support for 'the king over the water,' as the exiled claimants to the throne were known, retained a
sentimental appeal after the movement's decline, especially in the Scottish Highlands.

Enjoy the Famous Daily Act of Union: It has been under discussion for a considerable time, for James VI and
I tries to achieve it after inheriting the English throne in But the idea meets with little favour although
imposed during the Commonwealth until the early 18th century. The motivation in is largely economic for the
Scots and political for the English. Scotland has recently suffered a disastrous failure in setting up a colony in
in Darien, on the isthmus of Panama. Tariff-free access to all English markets, both in Britain and in the
developing colonies, seems commercially a rather more attractive option. The union of the kingdoms creates
an island realm. The Act of Union abolishes the Scottish parliament, giving the Scots instead a proportion of
the seats at Westminster forty-five in the commons, sixteen in the lords. There is unrest and warfare in
Scotland during much of the 18th century because a strong faction, particularly in the Highlands, supports the
Jacobite cause the claim to the throne of the exiled Stuarts. This discontent erupts twice, in the rebellions of
and But the majority of Scots are content with a new role in a kingdom united under the title Great Britain. A
renewal of Scottish nationalism must await the 20th century. James lives in exile in France from until his
death in With the exiled king is his son, also James, born in and in terms of descent undeniably the rightful
heir to the two kingdoms. These are the titles by which he is known to his supporters, the Jacobites. But to the
English he is merely the Old Pretender. James is the older of two pretenders because the Jacobite cause
remains a passionate theme in British history long enough to support another. Known as the Young Pretender,
or more romantically as Bonnie Prince Charlie, he takes on the leadership of the Stuart cause and presses it
with considerably greater vigour than his father. Between them they make three attempts to recover their
throne. James first embarks from France to lead an uprising in Scotland in , but he is prevented from landing
in the Firth of Forth by the arrival of a British fleet. Seven years later he tries again, in response to efforts
made by his followers at home. A Jacobite uprising in Scotland, launched by the earl of Mar in September ,
tempts James to cross from France later that year. He lands in December and goes to Scone , where
preparations are under way for his coronation. But, finding his supporters disorganized and incompetent, the
Old Pretender decides that discretion should indeed be the better part of valour. By February he is back in
France. The fiasco of this uprising of , often known simply as the Fifteen, ensures that the Hanoverians are
secure on the English throne. But the Jacobite cause remains a romantic one, passionately held. It surfaces
again thirty years later in a final and more serious attempt, the Forty-Five , led by the Young Pretender,
Bonnie Prince Charlie. He participates in early French plans for invasion of Britain. These are soon
abandoned, but events in - with Britain losing to France in the campaign on the continent - convince the young
prince that he stands a chance of success in Scotland even without foreign support. Charles lands in the
Hebrides early in August The Jacobite Highland clans rally to his cause and the prince marches south,
gathering forces as he goes. On September 16 he enters Edinburgh. Within a week Charles has to defend this
claim on the battlefield. After this victory news of which promptes the recall of Cumberland and his army
from the Netherlands Charles marches south to invade England. He takes Carlisle in November and by early
December has progressed as far south as Derby. At this point his followers lose heart. They are too far from
safety in Scotland, and the promised French support has not materialized. On December 6 Charles heads back
north, pursued now by the duke of Cumberland. The two sides finally meet in pitched battle on 16 April at
Culloden. Charles has marched his force of about Scots through the previous night in an attempt to surprise
the larger army some men of the duke of Cumberland. The battle, on an exposed moor, lasts only an hour. The
Scots are competely routed. It is the end of the Jacobite cause. And the government introduces severe
measures to pacify the Highlands. The most important response to the challenge is a programme of road
building. Intended purely to facilitate the rapid movement of troops, the new roads are incidentally of great
economic benefit to Scotland. The task of building them is entrusted to George Wade, who is
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commander-in-chief of North Britain from to He supervises the construction of miles of roads across the
Highlands, to a very high standard for the period, together with some forty bridges. After the much more
serious rebellion of , the British government takes more punitive measures. Estates are forfeited, Highlanders
are not allowed to carry arms, and - in the most symbolic and widely remembered gesture - the wearing of
Highland dress and Tartan is forbidden in the Act of Proscription the restriction is lifted in The crisis of , even
though in the nature of a civil war, is used by the Hanoverian majority to stir up a fervour of national
sentiment. The first recorded occasion of a British crowd singing the national anthem is at Drury Lane in
September , a month after the Young Pretender has landed in Scotland. The crisis was never as great as such
dramatic treatment makes it seem. The majority of Scots, living an increasingly prosperous existence in the
more comfortable Lowlands, have little sympathy with wild and dangerous Highland schemes. They are busy
turning Edinburgh into one of the most civilized of 18th-century cities, in both architectural and intellectual
terms - as the home of the Scottish Enlightenment. The movement known now as the Scottish Enlightenment
has much in common with the broader Enlightenment , in its emphasis on rational processes and the potential
of scientific research. This Scottish version is mainly of interest for the concentration of achievement within a
small region. The people involved are in the university departments and laboratories of Edinburgh and
Glasgow. The founding figure can be said to be the philosopher David Hume. He publishes his most
significant work, A Treatise on Human Nature, early in his life, in , but it receives little attention at the time.
Hume travels during much of the s, becoming better known only after he settles in Edinburgh in His treatise is
now published again in three more accessible parts An Essay concerning Human Understanding , An Enquiry
concerning the Principles of Morals , A Dissertation on the Passions His Political Discourses of give him a
wider reputation, being translated into French. At this time he becomes a close friend of Adam Smith, who as
yet is a primarily a moral philosopher - making his name in with The Theory of Moral Sentiments. His great
work of political economy, The Wealth of Nations , is still nearly two decades in the future. Hume and Smith
are the intellectual leaders of this Scottish movement, but they have distinguished colleagues in scientific
research. In Joseph Black , a lecturer in chemistry in Glasgow, publishes a paper which demonstrates the
existence of carbon dioxide. Five years later Black discovers the principle of latent heat. By that time he has
befriended a Glasgow laboratory technician, James Watt , who also has an enquiring mind and an interest in
heat. The gentlemen in Scotland produce between and the first edition of a dictionary of the arts and sciences
under the title Encyclopaedia Britannica. Unlike its French predecessor, it has been revised and reissued ever
since. While the Encyclopaedia Britannica is coming off the presses, a retired doctor in Edinburgh has been
studying the local rock strata. In James Hutton reads a paper on this unusual topic to the newly founded Royal
Society of Edinburgh. His approach breaks new ground. Hutton is the pioneer of scientific geology, one of the
main contributions of the Scottish Enlightenment to the field of human enquiry. A valley and a lake separate
the crowded ancient city, on the slope of the hill up to the castle, from open fields on the adjacent ridge. In it is
decided to drain the lake to facilitate access across the valley. Designs are invited for a new residential area on
the other side. The competition is won by a year-old local architect, James Craig, who submits a simple
rectilinear plan of three streets Princes Street, George Street, Queen Street running parallel to the valley and
terminating in two squares. Work begins in and continues for half a century, with different architects all
conforming to a style of restrained classicism and together creating a masterpiece of town planning. The
square is designed in by Robert Adam and the buildings on the north side started just before his death in fulfil
his intentions in every detail. This new Edinburgh is a perfect metropolis for modern Scottish gentlemen. But
many such gentlemen, at home on their estates, are now engendering future trouble by an equivalently modern
approach to agriculture.
9: History of the Scottish Highlands, Highland Clans and Scottish Regiments
The purpose of this document collection is to allow students and teachers to develop their own questions and lines of
historical enquiry on the Jacobite Rebellion of There is also a second collection based on the Jacobite Rebellion of The
documents themselves are titled on the web page.
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